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Goals of GWAS 
  Associate features with genome variants (SNPs+SV). 

  Disease phenotypes 
  Non-disease phenotypes 

  Understand why 
  Heritability and mechanism 



Buzzwords! 
  Predictive medicine 
  Preventative medicine 
  Personalized medicine 
  ”From bench to bedside” 
  Translational science – Make knowledge from one 

science practical in another science.  



Terminology and history 
  Allele: version of a gene 
  Locus: position on genome  
  Homozygote: Same allele on both chromosomes 
  Heterozygote: Different alleles 
  Haplotype: a series of alleles/variations 
  Genotype: A haplotype pair 
  Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) 

  The expected allele frequencies in an “ideal” population. 
  Linkage disequilibrium (LD) 

  Non-random combinations of alleles at different loci 



  Example: deCode Genetics 
  Samples from the whole Icelandic population 
  Anonymized family histories across Iceland 

Classic genetics 

Arngrímsson et al. Hum. Mol. Genet. (1999) 



SNP-based genetics 
  Early belief: SNPs are the future 
  Finding SNPs -> finding disease sources 

  Problems: 
  SNP databases incomplete and problematic 
  No easy associations 

  Way out: Technology improvements -> GWAS 



Benefits of GWAS 
  Large-scale screenings 
  Economy 
  Precision 
  Population genomics, not population genetics 



GWAS data sources 
  HapMap project 
  1000 genomes project? 
  Importantly: Your own ”cohorts” 

  Microarray data 
  Exome sequencing 
  Next generation: genome sequencing 

  Today: 100:s of GWAS studies 
”The ultimate objective — full descriptions of 
the susceptibility architecture of major 
biomedical traits and translation of the 
findings into clinical practice — remain 
distant.” (McCarthy et al) 



Types of GWAS 
  Population-based: Large cohort with genome profile  

and measurements on quantitative traits for each 
individual. 

  Case-Control:  
  Case cohort: Sample with a diagnose (e.g. a disease) 
  Control cohort: Neutral sample 



  Cohorts: ”567 non-Jewish, European ancestry patients with 
ileal CD and 571 non-Jewish controls”.  

  308,332 SNPs considered 
  Implicating the IL23R gene. (Check with additional 

control studies.) 

Case study: GWAS for Crohn’s disease 

Duerr et al, Science 2006 



Statistics: Chi-square test 
  Oi is observations of outcome i 

  ”How many individuals has ’A’ on locus i in case cohort?” 
  Ei is expected observations of outcome i 

  ”How many do we expect, based on control cohort?” 
  Test statistic: 

Should follow chi-square distribution! 
=> p values 

  Outcomes depends on experiment 
  Yes/no presence of SNP in sample (haplotype data) 
  0, 1, or 2 observations in sample (genotyped data) 



Correcting for multiple hypothesis testing 
  What association is significant? 
  How often do you see an event with p=10-6? 
  With 106 tests, how often do you see an event with  

p=10-6?  
  Dunn-Bonferroni:  

  ”multiply ’raw significance’ with the number of tests you 
do” 

  approximation based on 



Good practice 
  Worry about false positives! 

  Validation and replication: follow-up control studies 
  Are our findings reproducible? 
  Use directed testing 

  Meta studies 
  Pooling the data 

  Use Bayesian approaches for genotyping 
  avoid optimistic calls 
  => more complicated statistics 

  Worry about false positives! 



Quantile-Quantile Plots 

Boring 

Inflated, 
maybe OK? 

Great! 



Manhattan plots 



Landmark paper 
  Two controls 

  1,500 individuals from the 1958 British Birth Cohort 
  1,500 individuals selected from blood donors 

  Seven cases, 2000 individuals each 
  Bipolar disorder 
  Coronary artery disease 
  Crohn's disease  
  Hypertension  
  Rheumatoid arthritis  
  Type 1 diabetes 
  Type 2 diabetes (T2D) 



Data and filtering 
  17,000 Affymetric arrays 

  16,179 without experimental problems 
  500,568 SNPs considered 

  469,557 SNPs (93.8%) passed quality control filters  

  >3 % missing data (250 cases) 
  SNP independence: Reduced to 71,458 independent 

SNPs 
  4,351 SNPs with extreme HWE 



Two controls 



The 7 cases + 2 controls together 







Length reported for every individual 

Cohorts: 13,665 individuals in total 

Direct genotyping of 
39 chosen loci 
in 16482 individuals 

The power 
of data! 



Manhattan plot from first seven cohorts 



Impact of chosen 20 SNPs 

” Combined, these 20 
SNPs explain 2.9% of 
the variance in adult 

height in the UK stage 
2 sample.” 



Difficulties in analysis? 



Blog: Genetic Future 



Challenges 
  Getting statistical power 

  Combine datasets 
  Meta analysis — ”combine the literature” 
  Combine projects — project merging sample sets 
  Auxiliary data — ”bring in the biology” 

  Geographical variation 
  Avoiding sample bias 
  Caucasian focus 

  Infrastructure 
  From raw data to result — lack of integrated solutions? 
  Many data sources used 
  Different setups, different questions 


